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The main result of this paper is that a right alternative algebra R of finite 
dimension over a field k without a nil ideal is alternative. Especially, if R is 
simple, then R is alternative (hence associative or a Cayley algebra of dimension 8 
over its center). The result is due to Albert in case characteristic K # 2. Albert 
used a trace argument that cannot be used if K has characteristic two. Our proof 
works with a refinement of the Peirce decomposition of the quadratic Jordan 
algebra Rf with respect to an orthogonal system of idempotents. This paper is a 
continuation of the author’s two previous papers [8, 91. 
1. ALBERT DECOMPOSITION 
Let K be a unital commutative and associative ring. We denote by R a right 
alternative algebra over k as defined in [8]. If c is an idempotent of R, then the 
quadratic Jordan algebra Rf splits into a direct sum R+ = R& + R& + R& 
of three submodules, called the Peirce decomposition of R+ with respect to c. If 
we want to indicate c we write R&(c), R&(c), and R&(c). Denote by IT: Rf --f R& 
the projection onto R& . Then R& p s lits into a direct sum of two submodules 
R,, := n(cR&.) and R,, : = TT(R&c). Put R,, := R& and R,, : = R& . The 
resulting direct decomposition R = R,, + R,, + R,, + R, is called the 
Albert decomposition of R by Kleinfeld [3]. 
We leave it to the reader to verify the multiplication table (Table I) for the 
summands. In using the table the following information should be kept in mind: 
R,,c C R,, , CR,, C %, , 4,~ C 4, + CR,,, , CR,, C R,, + R,,c, R:s = 4, + R,,. 
Let 2 = Z(R+) denote the lower radical of R+ [6, 91. Then 2 is the smallest 
Jordan ideal of A+ such that R+/Z has no nonzero absolute zero divisor. One 
has Z,, : = 2 n R& is the lower radical of R:, and Z,, : = 2 n I?& is the lower 
radical of R,i, . It was shown in [9] that R,,c and CR,, consist of absolute zero 
divisors of R. Hence R,,c C Z,, and CR,, C Z,, . Furthermore, &, E Zi, , 
UzlD(R1:) = U,,JR&) = 0 for xl0 E RIO and xi1 E Zoo , UzO1(R&) = UzOlc(R&) = 0 
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for xai E R,, . If c satisfies (c, c, R) = 0 or, equivalently, if R,,c = 0 = c&i , 
then Table I reduces to Table II, established in [9] with Z’,, replaced by R,,, and 
T,,, replaced by RO1 . For later use we reproduce it. 
TABLE I 
TABLE II 
Let I be a Jordan ideal of R+ and lil := I n R,, . We call an idempotent c 
of R I-radical in case I11 equals the set of all nilpotent elements of R,, and 
R,, = kc + II1 . If c is I-radical, then c is (I + Z)-radical, since 2 is a nil ideal 
of R+. Therefore, we will always assume ZCI. 
LEMMA 1. If c is an I-radical idempotent of R, then II1 is an ideal of R,, . 
Proof. We have to show R,,I,, + IxlR,, C II1 + R& + R, . Let i, j E I,, . 
Then, by Table I, ij =cx + Q + t,,c, with OL E k, 4 ~1~~ and toI E RO1 . It 
suffices to show (YC E II1 . Squaring gives (zj)” - 01~c E I,, + RG, + R, by using 
the table. On the other hand, (;j>2 = U&j) - U,(j2) = U,,,,(j) E (~(i oj) = 0 
modulo I + RG2 + Rw. Hence, (Y~C E II1 and cuz ~Iri as nilpotent element. 
Remark. The proof of Lemma 1 works under the weaker assumption that II1 
is a Jordan subalgebra of Rf, . 
&/48/2-12 
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LEMMA 2. If c is I-radical, then R,,R,, CI + R&. 
Proof. Let x, y E R,, . Then xy = (x 0 c)y = (xc)y + (cx)y. We already 
know that (xc)y E 2 + Rri2 CI $- Rzi2. Hence, it suffices to show that 
(cx)~ E Iii+ Rf,, + &a. F rom (cx)y = ((c_x)y)c one sees (cx)y = olc + qli + rolc, 
with 01 E K, qli ~Iii , and r,,i E R,, . We have to show OIC ~1~~ . Table I implies 
((cx)Y)2 - CY~C ~Iii + R;i2 + R, . On the other hand, ((cx)y)” = Uer,(ez)v( y) -- 
Uc,(yz) = U,,,(,,),(y) = U,,,,(Y) = 4~ 0~) = 0 module L + Rti2 + R,. 
Hence, a2c = (~)a E 1ii and olc E lil follows. 
2. ORTHOGONAL SYSTEMS OF IDEMPOTENTS 
Let ci , c2 ,..., c, be an orthogonal system of idempotents of R. Then c,c, = c,, 
and c,c, = 0 for v # p. The quadratic Jordan algebra R+ admits a Peirce decom- 
position with respect to ci , c2 ,..., c, given by R+ = &sv(us.r eu [4]. This sum 
is direct and the submodules Ii& are given by R& : = R&(c, + c2 + ... + c,), 
R& := R:,2(cv) n R&(c, + c2 + ... -k cT), Rj; := el(cv) for 1 < v < r, and 
R& := R:,,(c,) n RG2(c,) for 1 < v < p < r. We put R;f, :== R& for v < p in 
order to have a simpler notation. The orthogonal system ci , c2 ,..., c, is called 
complete if c1 + c2 + ... + c, is a unit element of R. Let R' : = ke @ R denote 
the right alternative algebra obtained from R by adjoining a unit element e [8]. 
Put ca : = e - (ci + c2 + ... + c,). Then c,, , cl , c2 ,. . . , c, form a complete 
orthogonal system of idempotents of R’. The Peirce decomposition of (R')+ 
with respect to c,, , cl , c2 ,..,, c, is connected with the Peirce decomposition of 
R+ with respect to ci , c2 ,..., c, by (Ii’)& = (R’)&(c,,) = kc, + R$, and (R’):& = 
R& for v > 0 or p > 0. This shows that one nearly always can work with complete 
orthogonal systems. 
We want to refine the Peirce decomposition of Rf with respect to a complete 
orthogonal system of idempotents c,, , cl , . . . , c, in order to get a generalization of 
the Albert decomposition with respect to one idempotent. 
For 0 < v < t.~ < r let n,,: R 4 Rzs denote the projection onto R;f, . Define 
%I := 7~~~(c~Rj,) and R,, :== ~,,(c,R~J. Let v # p and r E Ku = RG2(cv) n 
R&(c,). Then c,r = c,(r 0 CJ = (cvr)cu = rc, - (rcv)cu = rc, and c,r = rc, . 
Hence, (cy + c,)r = rc,, + cur = r. 
This proves Rzu = R,, + R,, . Since R, = RL we obtain R = xv,, R,, . In 
case r = 1 this is nothing but the Albert decomposition with respect to c, . But 
for r > 1 one cannot assert that the decomposition of R or of Rz, = R,,,, + R,, is 
direct. 
In fact, the free K-algebra with basis c, , c2, c3, sz12, xpl , z13, z,, and multi- 
plication given by 
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c,c, = Cl , c.& = c, ) c,c, = c, , 
c&q2 = Zl2Cl = -w13 = --z13% = x12 9 
Cl213 = +$3 = -C2%32 = -232% = Xl2 + 213 9 
c$32 = &&2 = --clz,, = --z21c2 = '%2 + z13 + %2, 
c2x21 = z21cl = z21 + %2 + %3 + %32 7 
all other products of basic elements equal to zero, is right alternative, has 
c, , c2 , c, as complete orthogonal system of idempotents, and satisfies R,, C R,, = 
Rz2. Hence, the sums R& = R,, + R21 and R = Cz,,=, RyLL are not direct. 
We say R admits Peirce decomposition with respect to an orthogonal system of 
idempotents c, , c2 ,..., c, if (cy , c,, , R) = 0 for all V, p = 1, 2 ,..., r. If R admits 
Peirce decomposition with respect to ci , c, ,..., c, , then the right alternative 
algebra R’, obtained from R by adjoining a unit element e, admits Peirce decom- 
position with respect to the complete orthogonal system of idempotents 
co 3 Cl , 5 ,-a*, c, 3 where co : = e - (ci + c2 + ... + c,). 
Assume that R has a complete orthogonal system of idempotents c, such that 
(cy , c, , R) = 0 for v = 0, l,..., r. Let Y E Ry’, , Y # p. Then (cVr) 0 c, = 
(cVr)cV 4 c,(c,T) = cvr and (c,,Y) 0 c, = (TC,) 0 c,, = rc, + cU(rcU) = rc, = c,r 
shows c,,r E Rzu. Hence, R,, = cyR$ and R,, = cuRy’, . If x E R,, n R,, , then x = 
(c,,x)c~ = 0. Hence the decomposition R = CV,, R,, is direct. Moreover, the 
Albert decomposition with respect to c, can be read off: 
R&v) == R,, , R,o(cv) = 1 Rv, T Rod4 = c Ruv 1 R,,(G) = 1 Rw - 
!.I LL P.U 
U#” IL+;” Pf” 
Lli” 
It is now easy to derive the following set of multiplication rules for the components 
Rvw from Table II and Rv, = Rlo(cv) n Rol(cu) for v # ,x: 
Rv&o = 0 for P t+ {P, 4, 
Rv,% + R&w C Rv, for p # v, 
&JL C Rvv for v # p, 
By splitting R into its components one sees (cy , c, , R) = 0. Hence, R admits 
Peirce decomposition with respect to c0 , ci ,..., c, . 
DEFINITION. Let I be a Jordan ideal of R+ containing Z. An orthogonal 
system of idempotents c, , c2 ,. .., c is called I-radical if each c,, , v = 1, 2 ,..., Y, is r 
I-radical and R&(c, + cs + .+m + c,) is nil and contained in I. 
If R has an l-radical orthogonal system of idempotents cr , c, ,..., c, , then the 
right alternative algebra R’ obtained from R by adjoining a unit element e has in 
co := e - (cr + c2 + *.. + c,), ci , c2 ,..., c, a complete (I -t (nil rad k)e)- 
radical orthogonal system of idempotents. 
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3. CONSTRUCTION OF AN IDEAL 
In the following let c,, , cl ,..., c, be a complete I-radical orthogonal system of 
idempotents of R. For Y = 0, l,..., r, define QVy := QL := R$ n I. Then 
R,, = kc, + Qvy . Define q” : = CL,, Q,, + &dV<uGr R:, . Then Z C I C q* and 
R&(c,) C q*. Hence, by Table I, 
(RYU + R&G)) R:Ia(cy) + R:,&,)(R,, + R,,(c,)) C q*. 
We start now to show that q : = {q E q * j qR C q *j is an ideal of R containing QVV .
LEMMA 3. Qyy + c,R,,(c,) C qfor v = 0, l,..., r. 
Proof. By Lemma 1 and Table I Qyy C q. From c,RoI(c,) C 2 C q* and, by 
Table I, (c”R,,)R C q* + (c~R~~)R~,, C q*, one gets c,R,,,(c,) C q. 
A product R;f,R& with p f o is of type R&R:,, , hence is in q*, with the only 
possible exception R:uRzu . Define QTu :== {qz, E Rz, / qzuR,f, C q*} for v + p. 
Then QzG C q. On the other hand, let q := &,, qj;. E q. By Lemma 3 
CVcu q:* E q. Let p < u. Then qzgRzO C q* + (&,, qz,)RbC, C q*. This shows 
& E QA . Our result is q = CVcu Q$@ . 
Define, for v # cc, Qvu : = {qy, E R, I qY,,R$u C q *I. Trivially Qy, + Qpy C QZu . 
Let qER&. There exist qvu E R,, and quy E R,, such that q = qvu + qpv . The 
definition of R,, resp. R,, implies the existence of ql,, E R,,(c,) and qol E R,,(c,) 
such that ~r,,(qlO) = qvu and ~,,Jqol) = quv . Hence, by Lemma 2, qVIIRzu C q* + 
q&L C q* + dR&,) + &&J) C q* + JL and q,JC C q* + dCu C q* + 
,qm(Md + R&N C q* + f&u . Hence, q E Q& if and only if qvu E Q,, and 
9,” E Qw . This proves q = C~~u=OQVrr . 
LEMMA 4. (a) For v # p let x E R$,, such that x2 EQ,,, + R,, . Then 
x2 EQ”, i- Q,, . 
(b) For v # p let x, y E R& such that x2 E Qzyy + Q2,,, and y2 E Qyy + Q,,, . 
If.2:oyEQ,,+Rul,,thenxayEQ,,i-Q~u. 
Proof. We are in the Jordan algebra R,, + R$u + R,, . Reading modulo its 
intersection with I we may assume QVV = Q,,, = 0, hence R,, = kc, and R,, = kc, . 
We use L5(R,,) C Rv, and U,(R,,) C R,, . To prove (a) let x2 = OX, with 01 E k. 
From x2 = Uz(cV + cu) = Uz(cy) + Uz(cP) one sees Uz(cu) = 0. Hence 01~c,, = 
Uzz(c,,) = U,Ll,(c,) = 0. This shows olc, = 0. To prove (b) let X, y E Rzu such 
that x2 = y2 = 0 and x 0 y = olc, . As above x2 = y2 = 0 implies U,(c,) = 0 
and U,(c,) = 0. From x 0 y = U&cy + cP) one sees Uz,?I(cLI) = 0. Hence the 
formula U,,, = U,,,U,,, - U,z,,a + U,U, + U,U, that is true in all Jordan 
algebras [S] implies 012c, = U,,,(c,) = 0. This shows cut, = 0. 
COROLLARY. Rq C q*. 
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Proof. We have RQW C I + QV,,R C q* for v = 0, I,..., Y and RQyu C q* + 
RzQYLI for v # TV. Let qvu EQ,,, and z E R$ . We have to show zq,, E q”. There 
exist qlo E RIO(c,), xl0 E R,,(G), and zol E R,,(G) such that qvs = ~,,(qlo) and 
.z = x10 +x01. By Lemma 2 xq,, E %o = ho + ~OlklO = ~Ol!hO modulo q*. 
Table I shows xolqlo E q* + Rio(c,). Hence, z 0 qyu EQ,, + R,, for all z E Rlt, . 
Let w,, = rr,,(w,o) E Rv, with wio E RIO(cv). Then WY”, E R,,, + Ii,,, and 
2 w,,~ E wiowV, + q* C R,, + q * by Lemma 2. Hence, by Lemma 4(a), wtU E QVy + 
Qllll. Write z = x,, + x,, with z,, = v,,(c/x) E R,, and z,, == rV,(cUz) E R,, . 
Then & 6 Q,, + Q,, , d,, E Qyy + Q,, , xv, 0 qyLl E Qyy + Q,,, , and zuv 0 qyu E 
Qyy + 4, imply G, 0 a,, E Qyy + Q,, by Lemma 4(b). Hence x 0 qvu E QyIa i- Q,, , 
and zq,,, E q* follows. 
PROPOSITION 1. q is a right ideal of R. 
Proof. From Q,, C I we see (Q,,R)R C U,,,(R) + RQW C I + QyvR C q*. 
Hence QvvR C q for v = 0, I,..., r. To get Q,‘,R C q for v # TV we have to show 
(Q:,R]tb)R,t, C q* for all possible choices of p, (T, K, A. To reduce the number of 
cases observe (QX#G C (QX%L + Q,',(C 0 Xi,) C q* + (Qj;LRK+h)R;j; - 
If h = K, then (Q~uR~JR& C q*QAA + q*c, C q*. Hence we can assume A # K 
and p # u. If one of the indices v, p, p, (T, K, h is different from all the other ones, 
then R$,R,, + R,R$, C Rlj2 + q C q* implies (QzpRzG)R;f;, C q*. From 
RR$RG2) C q* one gets (Q~pR~u)R~u C q* + (quR,f,)Qz,, C q* by the corollary 
to Lemma 4. The only remaining case is (Q,+,R$)R$ . With respect to c,, we have 
(Qi!X,)$, C (R$2RZo)R$2 C (Rio + q)RG2 C q* + R,, by Lemmas 2 and 3. 
With respect to c, we have, similarly, (Q:uR;t)R,+, C q* + (Q,+,R,+,)R;t, C q* + 
(R,+I,R,+,Nj, C q” + (40 + qKj, C q” + Rvv. Thus 
(QXJRL C (q* + R,,) n (q* + Q C q*. 
Thus, qR C q, i.e., q is a right ideal of R. 
COROLLARY. The multiplication table with respect to c, can be written in the 
form of Table III. 
TABLE III 
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Proof. From Table I, Lemmas 2 and 3, and Proposition 1 we get all the stated 
inclusions except R,,RI, C R,, + q, R,R, C R, + q, and R,,RO1 C R,, + q. 
From Table I R,,R,, C R, + R,, -f- q. Let xii E R,, , yll E R,, , and write 
XllYll = zll _I- t,, + q with xii E R,, , t,, E R,, , q E q. Then t,, E q* and 
4uR C fo&,, + q* C (~n~ir)R:,, + q* C xii(yi1 0 R:,s) + (M%)YI, t- 
q* C q*. Hence t,, E q and R,,R,, C R,, + q. Similarly R,R,, CR,, + q. 
Let x,,i E R,,(q). Write xol = CL(,_+ xU, with x,, E R;f, . Then xsi = x,,ic, = 
c LI,!.l#Y XU”C” = C&u+” VLkV modulo q. Each c,x~, E R,,(c,) + q. Similarly, let 
y,,i E R,,(c,) and write yol = C D,pfV G_Y,,~ with c,yOv E %o(c,) + (1. Then 
XOIY~I = 1 (c,x,vkyw) E q* -i- c R&J R,o(c,) 
U,P 11 
“F+” 
+ c RIO(L) RookJ + 1 R&J R,o(c,) C q*. 
u IL 
U#!J U#U 
This shows R,,R,, C R,, + q. 
PROPOSITION 2. I C q. 
Proof. The Jordan ideal I decomposes into I = &, I:U , where Ij; = I n Rj; . 
Since I,$, = Qvy it suffices to show I$ C Q:@ for v < II. Let i E: I$, and Y E R$. 
For s E R we have (si)2 = U,,,i(i) - U,(iz) E I. Hence ((i~~)r)~ = (Ui,r(cy) - 
(rcv)i)2 E I. On the other hand, (icy)r = (c,i)r E R10(~,)R112(~,) + q C R,, + 
R,,(c,) + q by Table III. Let (Z~)Y = cq, + xol + q with 01 E k, xol E R,,(c,), and 
Q E q. Then ((icy)r)z - 01%~ E q*. It follows a2c,, E Q,, , hence olc, E Q,, . Hence, 
(icy)r E q*. Since ic, E q*cy C q*, we conclude ic, E q. Similarly ic, E q. Hence, 
i = ic, + ic, E q n R& = Qzu . 
Let H be a quadratic Jordan ideal of R +. The inverse image of the lower 
radical of R+/H is a quadratic Jordan ideal of R+ called the lower radical of H 
and denoted by R. Clearly, ff is the smallest Jordan-ideal L of Rf containing H 
such that U,(R+) CL implies z EL. The lower radical of the zero ideal equals 2. 
THEOREM I. q is an ideal of R such that q = 1. 
Proof. By Proposition 1 it suffices to show q = I’. Since I/I is a nil Jordan 
algebra f n R,, = In R,, = Qvv . Hence c,, , cl ,..., c, is a l-radical complete 
orthogonal system of idempotents. If we replace I by f the definitions of q* and of 
q stay unchanged. Hence, Proposition 2 implies 1 C q. It remains to show 
QzUCc for v ft~. For qEQ:# we know q2EQvY +Q,, and qOrEQ,, +Q@, 
for all Y E Rzu . Hence, q2 = U,(c, + c,,) = Un(cv) + U,(c,) implies U&c”) E Q,, 
and Uv(cu) E Q,,, . Consequently, Ug(Rw) C Q,,u and U&R,,,,) C Qyy . Let p E Rzu . 
We consider U,(p) = Y E R;t, . The identity 
UJJ$J, = Ups&J4 + tJpJJq - u&z - up,JJn~,,Vq -1 up,,Q.s 
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is easily verified in special Jordan algebras. From U,, = U,U,, we see 
U&R) C U&J&R) C U,(l) C I. Hence 43 E 1 follows. Then the identity implies 
U,(R) = U,U,U,(R) C 1 and r E 1 follows. Consequently, Uq(qw) CT. Hence 
U,(Rz + Rj; + KU) Cr. Hence U,(R) C f and 4 E 4 follows. This proves 
qcz 
THEOREM 2. R/q is alternative. 
Proof. An alternator (x,, , x,, , yw) with x,, , yyy E R, is contained in q since 
R,, = kc, + Q,, . The right alternative ring R/q is without absolute zerodivisors. 
Hence, one can apply [9, Theorems 2 and 41 to R/q to see that the set M of all 
sums of alternators of R is contained in q + R&c,). Hence 
MC ii (9 + RooW = q. 
V=O 
COROLLARY. Let R be a nil semisimple right alternative algebra having a 
Z-radical orthogonal system of idempotents c, , c2 ,..., c, . Then R is alternative 
and has c1 + c2 + ..* f c, as unit element. 
Proof. If (Y E k satisfies 012 = 0, then (o~R)~ = 0 implies OJZ = 0. Hence we 
can assume k is semi-prime. We consider the algebra R’ := R @ ke obtained by 
adjoining a unit element e. Then co = e - (cr + c2 f ... + cr) is Z-radical. 
By Theorem 1 q = Z is a nil ideal contained in R. Hence q = 0. Consequently, 
Qoo = R&(cI + c, + . . . + c,) = 0. Let x,,,, E R;t; . Then X& E Rj; . By Lemma 4(a) 
& E Qyy C q = 0. Hence x& = 0. By Polarization x0, 0 R& = 0. By the argument 
used in the proof of Theorem 1 x,,,, E Z. Thus R,, = 0. This proves that 
Cl t c2 + -** f c, is a unit element of R+, hence of R [S]. Finally, Theorem 2 
implies that R is alternative. 
4. APPLICATION 
As an application we are content to consider finite dimensional algebras over 
a field. 
THEOREM 3. Let R be afinite dimensional right alternative algebra over a$eld k. 
Then the lower radical Z of R is a nil ideal of R such that R/Z is alternative. 
Proof. Let K” be an algebraic closure of k and R : = R ale ); the corresponding 
extension of R. Denote by Z the radical of l?. We may assume R C R and 
hence Z C Z by identifying I E R with r @ 1. Assume the theorem is true for 8. 
Then Z = Z n R shows that Z is a nil ideal of R. Moreover, the canonic 
homomorphism R + R/Z maps R onto R/Z. Hence R/Z. is alternative. These 
remarks show that we may assume from the start that k is algebraically closed. 
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By adjoining a unit element we may assume that R has a unit element [8]. Since 
the concepts radical, ideal, and alternative are invariant under isotopy, we may 
assume that R has a complete orthogonal system of idempotents c,, , c, ,..., c, 
such that there is no orthogonal system of idempotents consisting of r + 2 
idempotents in any isotope of R (y + 1 is always bounded by the dimension of R). 
Because of Theorems 1 and 2 it suffices to show that each c, , v = 0, I,..., Y is 
Z-radical. This means that we have to show R,, = kc, + Z,, , where Z,, = 
Rvy n Z is the lower radical of R;‘y . For instance, let v = 1 and x E R,, . The 
subalgebra of R& generated by x contains an idempotent unless x is nilpotent. 
By the choice of Y, R:, contains no idempotent besides ci . Hence the elements of 
R& are nilpotent or invertible. The same is true of R&/Z,, . Now R&/Z,, is a 
Jordan division algebra over k or a Jordan algebra determined by a traceless 
nondegenerate quadratic form over k, where k has characteristic 2 [5]. The only 
Jordan division algebra of finite dimension over an algebraically closed field k 
is k itself. In the other case there are nilpotent X, y, v E R& such that x + y = 
cr t_ v. Then ci + v is invertible in R:, . Denote the inverse of cr + v by cr + w. 
Then w is nilpotent and u := e -f w is an invertible element of R with inverse 
e+v,wheree:=c,+c,+ ... + c, denotes the unit element of R. Consider the 
u-isotope RtU) of R [8]. In RcU) one has 
(Cl + v> U.(Cl + v) = ((Cl + v)(e + W))(Cl + v) = Cl + v, 
(cl + v) d, = ((cl + v)(e + w))cv = clc, = 0 for vfl, 
c, =.(cl + v) = (cV(e + w))(cr + v) = cy(cl + v) = 0 for vfl, 
c, U.c, = (c,(e + w))c@ = c,c, = 0 for Y, CL, 1 
pairwise different. Hence c,, , cl + v, c2 ,..., c, form an orthogonal system of 
idempotents in RcU). Their sum is e + v, the unit element of RcU). The U-operator 
of s E RcU) is Up’ = lJ,U, . Hence Ut’(R(“)) C U,..(R) CR,, . Conversely, for 
v # 1 and yvv E R,, , Ug’(r,) = U,yUe+W(~yy) = Uc,(yyv) = Y,, . Thus R,, is the 
1 l-space of c, in R and m R f”) for Y # 1. If v = 1, then U$,(R(“) C U,l+,(R) C 
Ucl(R) = R,, . Conversely, for yll ER,, one has U$,(Y~J = U,,,U,+,(r,,) = rll 
by the fundamental formula or direct calculation. Thus we see that the 1 l-space, 
of cr E R equals the 1 l-space of cr + z, E R(“) as k-modules. By the maximality 
of Y, cl + v is the only idempotent of R@‘(c, + v). Hence, the elements of 
Ri;‘(c, + v) are invertible or nilpotent. Assume that Rg’(c, + v) is a quadratic 
Jordan algebra determined by a traceless quadratic form. Then x,.x = 
h(c, + v) + z with X E k and x E Z,, implies (xw)x = Xc, + (Xv + z - 9) in R. 
The left-hand side of this equation is nilpotent since ((xw)~)” = UzUw(x2) E Z,, 
(all squares of nilpotent elements are in the Jordan ideal Z,, of R:,). Similarly 
/\v + z - ~2 is nilpotent, hence (xw)x invertible unless h = 0. Hence, X = 0 and 
x,.x E 21, . Similarly yU. y E Z,, _ Thus, in R$)(q + v) the equation x + y = 
c1 + v or x = (cl + v) - y gives a contradiction since x is nilpotent and 
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(cl + U) - y is invertible. Consequently, Rg’ = K(c, + w) + Z,, , where 
Z,, = 2 n Rg’(c, + v) = 2 n R,, . Consequently, c, = (cr + V) +j with 
some j E Z,, . Hence u E Z,, , and we conclude R,, = kc, -+- Z,, . The same 
argument applies to the other idempotents c, . Hence c, , c, ,..., c, is a Z-radical 
complete orthogonal system of idempotents of R. 
COROLLARY 1. A nil-semisimple right alternative algebra R of jnite dimelzsion 
over a field is alternative and has a unit element. 
Proof. By the theorem R is alternative. By the corollary to Theorem 2 R has 
a unit element. 
COROLLARY 2. A simple right alternative algebra of finite dimension over afield 
is alternative and has a unit element. 
Proof. By [8, Corollary 4 to Lemma 171 R has an idempotent, hence is nil- 
semisimple. 
Our result in Theorem 3 gives the classification of finite dimensional nil- 
semisimple right alternative algebras. In case K has characteristic f2 this result 
was obtained by Albert [l] via a trace argument. Another proof in the special 
case of (- 1, 1)-algebras of characteristic #2, 3 was given by Hentzel [2]. For 
right alternative algebras in characteristic 2 only the case of a division algebra was 
solved by San Souci [7]. 
The reader may compare the above Theorems 1 and 2 with Theorem 5 in [9] 
to get a justification for taking the absence of absolute zerodivisors as non- 
degeneracy condition for right alternative rings in [9]. We end by stating another 
Corollary due to Albert in case characteristic #2 [l]. 
COROLLARY 3. Let R be a r&ht alternative algebra of Jinite dimension over a 
jield. Then the nil radical of R equals the nil radical of the Jordan algebra R+. 
It is more or less obvious that further applications, for instance to right 
alternative rings with minimal condition for inner Jordan ideals, are obtainable. 
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